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Wow! Awesome! It's hard to describe just how really magnificent this book is. The full-color
photography is outstanding and it's all tied together with a portion of the book of Job.

From the AuthorWhen Faith and Science Collide was Indie published in 2009. In hindsight, the
title was not the best choice, for the book was far more about reconciliation than conflict. A deep
revision of the book was picked up by Kregel Publications in 2019 and given a new title, Friend
of Science, Friend of Faith, with a subtitle - Listening to God in His Works and Word.
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National Geographic Simply Beautiful Photographs (National Geographic Collectors Series)
Destinations of a Lifetime: 225 of the World's Most Amazing Places



DDD4, “Beautiful Book!. All of this book is amazing, but I was especially struck by the pages
illustrating God's words to Job regarding the lions, horses and other animals. I'm used to seeing
and recognizing the wonder of God in gorgeous landscapes, beaches and skies. But, this book
uniquely refreshed in me the awesomeness of God and His power over ALL creation. The
photos so perfectly deliver to the eyes the words of God to Job. It is an inspiring book that
beautifully glorifies His marvelous power.”

Sue, “When ever I need to remember how awesome my God is. When ever I need to remember
how awesome my God is, I re-read this book. The photography is amazing and it is put to just
the correct scriptures.I ordered these books for graduates who are entering a hard world and I
want them to have this book. To see they need to rely on the power and wonder of God.”

Rosemary Meek, “One of the best books ever of explaining the book of Job and .... One of the
best books ever of explaining the book of Job and also God. As in "Where you there Dude, when
I made the stars"...Not real words but so many funny one liners in there. Beautiful pictures as
well. I would love another as gave that one as a gift.”

TonnieC, “Stunning, powerful book!. Best anxiety treatment out there! Stunning photography
along with several of the most powerful chapters in the Bible that remind us of God's power,
control, and providence. Highly recommend for your coffee table and as a gift book.”

Mary E. Morris, “Great gift. I bought this for my mom and she absolutely loves it”

Dr. Ken, “Great Book, Nice for a small gift. Very Sweet Book with Beautiful pictures and Bible
Verses”

Ada Jackson, “OUTSTANDING BOOK. THIS IS A BEAUTIFUL BOOK; THE STORY AND THE
PHOTOGRAPHY ARE EXCELLENT. This is a great table-top book and would also be a beautiful
gift. I plan to order more that that exact thing.”

MeadowSongShepherd, “Highly recommend. Fabulous book. I already loved the book of Job,
and this book shows why.  I'm keeping my own copy and just bought these two for gifts.”

anne Forder, “The Title Says it All!. With beautiful photography and words taken from the Book of
Job - the author stirs us to ponder the wonder of God's creation. This book is delightful and
makes a beautiful gift.”

The book by Eric Arnold has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 40 people have provided feedback.
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